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So many people came out Thursday 
afternoon to see former Virginia Gov. and U.S. 
Senate candidate Mark Warner, they had to be 
moved to bigger room. 
After being greeted by a room of 
approximately 120 people and after making a 
couple of jokes about beer and naps, the Harvard 
Law School alumnus got down to business. 
If elected, Warner plans to create a "new 
radical centrist coalition" of bipartisan senators 
to deal with issues like alternative energy and 
health care more rapidly and effectively. 
"It has all been about partisanship. It's 
all been about demonizing the folks that you 
disapprove of. I hope I can be...less about scoring 
partisan points," he said. 
Besides the environmental benefits, Warner 
said finding alternative sources of energy 
will help national security, America's global 
reputation and job creation. 
The lack of the United States' recognition 
of global warming until recently has not only 
hurt the environment but America's reputation, 
according to Warner. 
"If we were able to step up on the next 
generation in terms of grappling with this energy 
crisis it would do an amazing amount, I believe. 
seeWtfMI.etfee 
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U.S. Senate candidate Marl Warner spoke in Taylor Hall about topics ranging from 
olternatnre energy to immigration Thursday ahernoon 
UNIVERSITY EXPANSION 
JMU unveils plans 
for stadium 
$52 million budget includes $132 increase in student fees over three years 
BY KAlfIGH MAHER 
MM MM 
Tlie Board of Visitors has 
approved a $52 million renovation 
of Bridgeforth stadium on Frida\ 
Charlie King, rice president oi 
administration and fin a nee, si id 
the fact that JMU has sold out even 
home BUM foi the peel three yean 
is a sign that the stadium needs 
more spin 
"We think the time is now," he 
said. 
Jeff Bourne, athletic director, 
said that not "i,i> it there not enough 
seating in the stadium, hut there ire 
HO premium seating options, not 
enough handicap accommodations, 
no way to host an event \m\ 
inadequate press space. 
Bourne said  officials evaluated 
two options before settling on a 
three year plan, which mcluck 1 
increasing the Beating from  15,778 
to 40,000, adding suites  creating 
club scats or a lounge ana. adding 
concourses, concessions, restromns 
and ADA seating I" meet code 
requirements, Increasing stadium 
lighting and moving tin pi 
to the west stands. 
*€ STADIUM r, 
High-rise construction slated to start near JMU 
FAST FAQS: 
» The (enter will be at Devon Lane and Port 
Republic Road. 
» There will be 96 apartments. 
» The space will provide 15,500 squore feet of 
retail space. 
IT JOHN SIOTH 
staff MM 
Construction is scheduled to begin this spring 
for the Shoppes and Residences at 865 East, an 
apartment building and shopping center at Devon 
Lane and Port Republic Road. 
This is (the] first of its kind...higher-end, 
nicer-style housing," said Jaime Porter, director of 
marketing for 865 East. "[We are] trying to outdo 
the competition and go a little better and above 
that." 
The apartment building will be the first of its 
kind in Harrisonburg, according to Porter. The city 
rezoned the area to R-5 zoning, allowing for multi- 
units to be built on top of one another. Porter said 
the city is running out of land and there is nowhere 
to go but up. 
The Shoppes and Residences at 865 Hast will 
provide 274 spaces marketed primarily toward 
college students and provide 15,500 square feet 
of retail space. The seven-story building will have 
stores such as a copy center and restaurant on the 
first floor, with residences on the remaining six 
floors. 
"We are trying to make a mix of student-friendly 
businesses and we are open to ideas for retail stores," 
Porter said. 
There will be 96 apartments ranging from 011c- 
to four-bedroom units, with the majority being three 
and four-bedroom units. Amenities will include 
a sundeck on the roof with multiple hot tubs, a 
possible exercise room in the basement, balconies 
with each unit, high-speed elevators and posjMa 
granite countertops. 
With  JMU's   steadih   increasing  enrollment, 
more off-campus housing will become BOO 
coming years. 
"1865 East is) going to help with homing ind 
help the students in a pro\imil\  (hat will 
much appreciated,   said Alex Adiei. OOOfdlnatOI "t 
Off-Campus Life 
In addition to luxurious amenities. Porter said the 
building will IK- constrtM i< <l out of noocombustibte 
materials, such as concrete and steel, and will h ive 
a sprinkler system in every room.    Porter  hopes 
parents will led MCtJN it 'lieu children UN 
East, rather than an apartment tli.it is mad 
and other highly (lammahle materials. 
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Get dirty 
lYUTUTHISWU 
ttifl writer  
Playing with dirt is not what most 
people associate with advanced research. 
However, about 24 incoming freshman 
will have the chance to do just that. 
TTuough a year-long course taught 
by Professors Uwise Temple and Steve 
Cirsawn, students wiE learn about phage 
genomics by kk-ntifying viruses 111 soil 
samples. Phages are viruses that infect 
and kill bacteria; tlieir genetk' imposi- 
tion is valuable for research. After extract- 
ing DNA. students will study the gene 
sequences. 
ITus program is part of Howard 
Hughes Medical Institutes first Science 
Education Alliance initiative. JMU was 
chosen as one of ta four year accredited 
uruversities to participate. 
"It's an educational experiment and 
also an actual scientific experiment," 
Temple, an ISAT rjrofessor, said. "Howard 
Hughes is trying to push scientific educa- 
tion, and freshmen often don't get to do 
such cool things." 
Dr. Tuajuanda Jordan, HHMI'ssenior 
program officer, said that the institute 
called on its network of scientists and 
educators to design a program to pronwte 
and third years. 
TTie benefit for stu- 
dents is not just doing 
research, it's the process 
of doing science that is 
different,"  Jordan   said. 
This is also important for 
non-science majors Once 
they graduate, they'll be an 
informed public.  Kor exam 
pie, when there's legislation 
concerning scientific topic, this 
segment of the public will under- 
.stand it better." 
All      irKorning      freshman, 
regardless  of major,  will  receive 
information about the program from 
the admissions office. The appUcation 
will be available to download online* 
"We're not particularly' interested in 
students that excelled' in a inn>• in 
high school," Cresawn, a 
biology professor, said. 
"No specific back- Jtt 
ground in biology 
is required." 
"Their 
interest is ~ g 
our pri- 
mary 
This is a national effort to engage as 
many students as possible in hen* science 
is done, whik' putting less 1 airdei1 on fac- 
ulty," she said. 
Jordan said that HHMI lias piumised 
at least $1 railbon each year for three years 
tor all faculty. 'Ihe program will add 12 
inre intttntkms during Uttli the second 
"crite- 
ria," added Temple. 
One    of   Temple    and 
Cresawn'*   current   students 
4ft senior Brooke Brchm, a biol- 
ogy major, k cumjitly* doing 
4%        research with phage genonucs. 
*I definitely would have considered 
this-program as a freshman," Brenm said. "I 
came into JMU declared biology and would 
have jumped at any opportunity that would 
allow to me btfin a laboratory." 
,      The das? wiB be a three-hour block 
once a week in the ISAT building. As an 
mterdepartrnental project, students wiB 
first irarn the basics of research and the 
topics involved in the project 
"Vfc w*rt make any sasumptiens 
aboMl what they know already," Temple said. 
Students wS then begin the project " 
ing   viruses 
from local soil 
samples. 
There are viruses 
everywhere, about 1,031," 
Temple said. That number is 
just too big. So no matter what you 
pick up, you'll be able to find them." 
■Viruses are so numerous and relatively 
simple to use, which makes this a f.nrh easy 
research field," Cresawn added. 
Using further research techniques, the 
students will collect DNA which will be 
sequenced by the Joint Genome Institute 
over winter break. During the second 
semester, they will use a computer program 
designed by Cresawn toanaryw the genomic 
sequences. 
ThestuoWsandfi«iitya«aUii'Uistitu- 
tioito will share their n idti at a symposium 
in the spring. 
*i*d Cressws ftrftgnrd the 
course lor the application to HHMI. Each 
university has unique" 
features to their pro- 
grams. 
"On   the   application 
we had to describe howl 
the program will fit in with" 
our existing curriculum amP 
also the logistics," Temple said.l 
"It's a practical course. It will alsol 
enhance faculty opportunities, so 1 
we were able write about it very \ 
tively. 
JMU was chosen from among 44 
total applicants, according to Jordan. 
"JMU had a good vision of their 
long-term experiment and expecta- 
tions,''Jordan said. They put it togeth- 
er in a good package. We also expect 
institution trans formations from being 
engaged in this program." 
Hi elm 1 thinks that toe program will 
benefit JMC.is well. 
I think JMU is known for its devo- 
tion to fostering young scientists; I 
iwawwch  1'vi.Mit'n™*" BrVSa^a^^^^l 
think this new program will only 1 
that reputation. 
|hM Jurat* W UHM SIFRUT j 
When you wish upon a rock star 
Nursing students bring in more than expected from concert to aid terminally ill children 
BYASHLfYSBGU 
(ootributing writ* 
nrauiuvreoiHv 
Gorrett Whitlow performs during Wednesdoy s coneerl at the Pub to benefit the 
Moke A Wish Foundation 
The JMU Nursing Student Association 
kicked off its first fundraising event 
of the spring semester with a benefit 
concert aimed at raising money for the 
M.ike A Wish Foundation. 
Held at The Pub on Wednesday, Ihe 
concert featured live music by Gill, a 
Richmond-based reggae rock band. 
"We do a lot of fundraisers through- 
out the entire community and the main 
organization of Make-a-Wish from west- 
ern and central Virginia is based out of 
Richmond, my hometown," said Kristina 
Kirby, NSA president. "I've always had 
a love for children and thought it'd be 
a great thing to do for Make-a-Wish 
because they are completely non-prof- 
it." 
The idea for the benefit concert was 
sparked in August, and the nuts and 
bolts of the planning began two months 
later. 
Though NSA was raising 100 percent 
of the funds for Make-a-Wish, Kirby said 
that she thought NSA gained experience 
from hosting an event in its name. 
"We had to show them the flyer, the 
handouts, sign an agreement in terms of 
how much profit was projected for the 
concert," she said. "They made multiple 
corrections [to assure] that the Make-a- 
Wish slogan was correctly used. It was a 
fairly formal ordeal." 
The event proved successful. NSA 
initially anticipated a $625 profit, but 
counted closer to $800 by the end of 
night's festivities. 
Known for their reggae-rock sound 
and Dub style (a genre of music origi- 
nally rooted in Jamaica), Gill performed 
many of their own songs as well as cov- 
ers of Sublime and Jimi Hendrix. They 
mainly perform along the east coast and 
had no reservation about participating 
in NSA's event free of charge. 
"We're all about having fun and play- 
ing for a good cause," said Eli Webb, 
(■ill s lead vocalist and guitarist. "We 
like to do events like these, and when 
we were told about this particular one's 
involvement with Make-a-Wish, we were 
like, 'Hell yeah! Can't say no to this.'" 
Kirby knew members of the band 
from back home and, having been famil- 
iar with their music, thought they'd put 
on a show for NSA's event. 
"I think the concert went really well," 
said sophomore Claire Guenthner, a 
member of NSA. "It was nice to see 
the turnout, and it benefited such an 
amazing cause. I was really happy to be 
involved with such a great project." 
All of the proceeds made that night go 
directly to the Make-a-Wish Foundation 
of central and western Virginia, which 
grants the wishes of children battling 
life-threatening medical conditions. 
"I've always had a special place in 
my heart for kids, and I think they con- 
tribute a special part to this world that 
we live in," Kirby said. "Make-a-Wish 
gives them a chance to do something 
that they love and enjoy. It's a chance 
for them to get away from the terminal 
illness that they are constantly battling 
They're able to take their minds off of 
that and put smiles on their faces, even 
if it is for just a couple of days." 
Campus active in ONE campaign to end global poverty 
BY ASHT0H SMITH 
staff writer 
The ONE campaign, aimed at ending 
global poverty and AIDS, ranked JMU 87 
out of the 100 most active schools in the 
nation. 
Representatives from the top schools 
were invited to attend the ONE CtMDpQl 
Challenge Power lOoSummit in Washington 
D.C. on Jan. 2-5. Senior Maisie Pigeon 
and Misty Newman, an administrator in 
tatncW aid and scholarships, were invited 
to the Capitol Building, which gathered a 
host of different speakers. 
•There were members of the World 
Bank, the World Health Organization. 
Senate Majority lz-adcr Kill Frist. Former 
Sjx-aker of tlie House Newt Gingrich, and 
MB first daughter Jenna Bush," ssJd 
Pigeon, a regional outreaeh .imlvisNadoi 
with the ONE campaign. "It was so won- 
derful to hear them speak with such an in- 
depth knowledge of what we are fighting." 
Pigeon said that there were about ten 
speakers per day and each covered a differ 
111I issue, with topics ranging from malaria 
to debt relief to maternal and child heahh- 
catv 
"It really renewed my faith in <iur rep- 
resentatives on the hill and to |n-«n>l«- in 
influential positions, both nationally and 
internatHHialry," said Newman, who is 
active in JMU*s chapter. "They genuinely 
care. Unfortunately, I think I had become 
a bit apathetic toward many people's posi- 
tions Ixrause it seemed hard to tell their 
intention, but their passion was very evi- 
dent." 
There was a question-and-answer 
session for the audience following the 
speakers 
"After Newt Gingrich finished, a guy 
in the audience told him his thoughts and 
l Unpkfa goes. Wow. I never thought of it 
like dial,'" hgeon said. "It was so awesome 
that someone like us made Newt Gingrich 
>-i\ that 
With representative?, from all over the 
country thrown together for three days, 
both girls enjoyed getting to know the 
other student leaders 
"The tciui.it was great because you 
couldn't stay with the same group every 
day, so we got mixed up with everyone," 
Pigeon said. "We got to interact with a real 
plethora of schools and people." 
Newman was impressed by all the stu- 
dent lewlers' passion for the campaign 
"It was a great experience for me as 
a student affairs professional to see stu- 
dents so completely engaged," Newman 
said. "Even when we would hang out 
socially, the conversation seemed to stem 
back to how they could really see the big 
picture." 
Ihe summit was filled with many peo- 
ple with the same goal, giving Newman a 
new outlook on students her age. 
"It was just great to meet 100 other 
student leaders from campuses all over 
the country," Newman said. The energy 
was palpaNe. I think often times students 
may get a bad rap about how they're not 
engaged civicalry or that all they ever do 
is party, but this conference really demon 
strated otherwise." 
Pigeon attributes the jump in JMU's 
ranking to recruiting and student 
involvement, such as calling representatives 
in Congress and submitting pictures of 
activities on campus. 
"1 sent in a picture of my dog wearing a 
ONE T-shirt," Pigeon said. 
Pigeon and Newman are still actively 
recruiting new members and promoting 
ONE 
"It is a movement that doesn't stop," 
Pigeon said. "Pm-ertv always affects pen- 
pic." 
Ihe ONE campaign is trying to hold the 
conference at least twice a year. Pigeon and 
Newman said that there will be another 
conference this summer. 
Overall, the ONE student Leaders said 
that they took more away from the summit 
than what they came in with. 
"I came away feeling like I learned 
tremendously, made great connections 
with amazing student leaders, and had 
a renewed commitment to be not only 
an advocate, but an activist for issues," 
Newman said. 
Pigeon also learned a lot from the expe- 
rience. 
"It was so great to see a bunch of 
eolk-ge-aged students care about events 
outside of their realm, by taking action, 
recruiting their friends and making an 
impact," she said. "It just goes to show 
that we are a force to be reckoned with." 
CORRECTION 
In the OK. 6 issue of The Bnczf 
thr article "Wireless dorms niiybt 
a reality" contained several tanar> 
curacies bv the reporter. 
Statements about DHL's response* 
time to ri' attributed to Mr. Dale! 
Hulvey were untrue and misattrib-- 
uted. 
The article implied that ORL haa 
not committed to installing; wire- 
less in the dorms when in tact OKI. 
has been working with IT for two 
u-.irs 
The article implied that SGA San, 
John Sutler initiated the idea of in- 
stalling wireless. While he is work- 
ing on the project. IT is responsible 
for the king-term plan and OR1. 
and IT have been discussing the 
project for nearly three years. 
Finally, the article incorrectly stat- 
ed that ORL had no comment on 
the alleged delay when in fact they 
wen never asked that question. 
SOS hosts Student 
Organization  night 
WHEN 4 5 p.m is freshmon hour, 
S7 p.m open to oil students 
WHIR! Festival Ballioom 
WHAT Mote than 300 campus w 
sanitations *ill be present to pro 
vide information about student or 
gonizotions. 
Ihere will be Itee food and enter 
Mamast frem pwfomwnte groups 
Contort SOS with Questions 
Leadership conference 
open to all students 
WHEN. Solurdoy, Feb. 9th, 10 a.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
WHERE Grahon Stovall and 
Toylor Hall 
WHAT; Student Organization Ser 
vkes is sponsoring a dee oneway 
leadership conference open to all 
students. 
Toiegistei, visit wwwjmuedu/ 
tankr/ui/sli. 
Changes made to 
crosswalk signals 
The Department of Pub- 
lic Safety mode changes to 
the traffic light at the inter- 
section of South Main Street 
and Bluestone Drive over win 
terbreolc 
Now all Wits w# be red 
during the dedicated pedestn 
an 'wofk' phase instead efceV 
rng some traffic a green light 
EMU Instructors work 
onexNbtt 
Kreg Owens, an instructor at 
fasten! Mennomte University and 
JMU, is exhrbrhog hrs selected 
works ii Brigewater's Oeo Driver 
MlerAdCdUry The exhibit hos 
been running since Ian. 3 and 
wH continue though Jon. 30. An 
ortisl nxepkon wit be held from 
S to 7 pm on Monday, Jan. 28 ii 
the iVWkw GeJiery, al no drarae 
Maya Angelous to speak 
during MLK day 
Moyo Angelou, o world renowned 
writer ond poet, will be guest speaking 
al Virginia Tech's third onnuol Dt. 
Martin Luther King Jr celebration 
Angelou's visit is slated to kick off a 
week of festivities commemorating 
King's legacy. 
The event will be held on Monday, 
Jon. 21 at 7 p m in the Bunuss Holl 
auditorium. 
College to establish center 
for geospatlal analysis 
The Environmental Science and 
Polky Program received St.5 million 
giant from the Andrew W Mellon 
Foundation to establish a (enter for 
Geospohol Analysis ond o "teacher 
scholor' postdoctoral piogrom in the 
interdisciplinary environmental science 
program The new center will expand the 
use of geographic information systems, 
used to plot, layer and organize dolo 
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WARNER: Governor 
rates health plan 
HIGH-RISE: Seven-story building to open in August 2009 
WUNER from frwri 
lo restore America's standing 
with the r.-st of the world." ho 
said. 
Warner also addressed 
questions about health care. 
"It's an embarrassment 
that in the richest countn in 
the world, we've got a fixth of 
our population that doesn't 
have health insurance." 
Warner said, noting that he 
has a five-part solution to 
reform the system. 
Under his plan. tin- 
integration of information 
technology into the health 
care system will im i 
efficiency through the use of 
electronic medical records. 
He plans to lower drug prices 
and remove long-term care 
costs like nursing home 
expenses 
Instead, he proposes that 
people begin to pvfchaw 
long-term care coverage when 
they turn Bl. Warner pointed 
(»ut the high proportion of 
.idolesien.s with Type-2 
diabctM as a result of obesity 
.HHI itfWied the importance 
of prevention, Finally, he 
plans to require those who can 
afford   it   to  purchase   health 
Insurance. 
When asked about the war 
in Iraq. Warn, i saul he believes 
thai solving the energy crisis 
will in turn alleviate problems 
in the Middle last 
"We have to start bringing 
our troops bomc H wc can put 
pntsun on the Iraqis to rtCf 
up." he said about the current 
situation. 
As governor from 2002-06. 
Warner was named in Time 
magazine's "America's Baal   5 
Governors" list in 2005 and 
Virginia was named "the best 
managed state in the nation" 
hy Governing Magazine 
during his term. 
HIGH BIS! from front 
"The fire department has trucks tall 
enough to reach the highest floor." Porter 
said. 
In addition to fire security. Porter also 
said that residents will have carded access 
and a gated-resident-only parking lot with 
security cameras. The retail stores will 
only be open from the outside and there 
will not be an open lobby for anyone to 
walk into. 
W/hile the City Council voted 4-1 to 
greenlight the project. Councilman Tim 
Byrd voted against the construction. Byrd 
said the project could lead to an increase 
in traffic He felt that more investigation 
into the traffic increase was naosSSSIJ 
before moving forward with construction. 
To manage the traffic problems, Porter 
said a turn lane will be added on Devon 
Lane and a right-turn-only entrance and 
exit will IM- added to Port Republic. In 
addition, she said that a bus stop already 
exists and secure bike racks will be 
available for residents. 
Rent has not yet been set. but students 
should expect higher-than-average rates, 
Porter said. Marketing and sales for 86s 
Baal "ill hegin this tall and it is expected 
to open in August 2009. 
STADIUM: Building expansion to be complete before 2011 school year 
STADIUM, from front 
"We spent a lot of time and used a 
conservative approach." King said. He added 
tliat he used the unrvcrsitv's current enrollment 
even though JMU is continually expanding and 
only estimated selling 50 |x*rccnt of the seating. 
whik' believing more than that will sell 
Hie plan will include a $132 increase in 
student  fees <iver three vears, according to 
Kb* 
VW fed we've done a nice job on being 
conservative and feel very comfbrtabk' with the 
number we're presenting today." King said. 
President linwood Rose said he felt it was 
important to kx>k at this project in the context 
of the entire university, that even though it 
was a kit of money it was time to make the 
investment. 
"If you look at our comprehensive facilities 
l>lan I tliink we've been exliaustive in looking at 
all the needs of the university," he said. 
Rose added that even though this mfl 
not he the best time for the renovation he still 
believes it will be successful. 
"I wish that we were beginning thus pmject 
with an econoim that was stronger," he said. 
Its not the best time to start a nindnusing 
campaign, but I think well get a lot o! HJppOfl 
from people who haw want*] this to happen 
for some time." 
Rose also said that the timing may lead to 
nion-amipctitivv bids from contractors, and that 
they can start the project without bemgeommrtted 
to see it through to the end at this time. 
"Inere are some places we can stop this 
and start it again Liter." Rose said This doesn't 
commit us blindly to moving ahead." 
Several board members spoke, many saying 
that even though the project is expensive and the 
timing is not ideal, they felt it was necessary. 
"Fixitlvill generates an interest in the 
lullege. look what happened when we won 
the national championship," said Ijois Forbes, 
a inemlxi ol tin NOV. ".IMC was everywhere 
and everyone wanted to come here," 
They voted orally and unanimously. 
Next week JMU will be asking the (General 
Assembly for $4-7** million, the amount that 
was previously nit during a budget reduction, 
and S40 million for the stadium renovations 
JMU already has $12 million set aside for the 
project. 
The expansion is expected to be complete 
before the 2011 season. 
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An Easy 6 block walk from campus! 
Now Hi'()isH'rinq    Cl.i'.'.cs lio<)in  I.in/tli 
115 S. Main St. 540.433.7127 
SafeMdes 
McHiOcrstiip Drive! 
January 14th - 25th 
Applications available online: 
http://0rg5.jmu.edu/saferides 
contact Kim Edwards 
with any questions at 
edwardka@jmu.edu 
(540) 568-7433 
n'neffenfo/s.com 
540-438-8800 PfORTUNfTV 
HILLMONT APARTMENTS 
BRAND NEW 1 & 2 
BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
READY STARTING IN MARCH, WITH NEW 
UNITS AVAILABLE THROUGH SUMMER 
WASHER/DRYER 
FLOORPLANS AVAILABLE AT 
RINERRENTALS.COM! 
$625 FOR A 1 BEDROOM 
HUNTERS RIDGE 
4 BEDROOM AND 2 BEDROOM COMBOS- 
STILL AVAILABLE! 
WALK TO CAMPUS (PORT. REP. RD.) 
WASHER/DRYER - FULLY FURNISHED! 
$300 TO S400/PERSON 
Prices start at S225 per bedroom. Individual and group leases availabl 
Now Available for 2008-2009 School Year (Call for More Information) 
Editor: Anna Young 
opinion@thebreeze.org 
(540)568-3846 
Between the Lines! WI»ICKCAUAHAN, «•■* 
Prescription drug 
abuse plagues 
southwest Virginia 
A recent article published in The Washington Post by 
Nick Miroff describes the seriousness of prescription drug 
abuse in rural southwest Virginia. 
Though the article focuses mainly on miners, some 
of the statistics are astounding. Fof instance, individual 
deaths due to overdoses associated with prescription pain- 
killers have increased by 370 percent in the past decade, 
and in one count)' the rate of such fatal overdoses is 13 
times that of counties in northern Virginia. 
As the numbers show, this is not a statewide problem 
but a regional problem. Unfortunately, the problem exist- 
ed long before Mr. Miroff wrote his article, and the prob- 
lem has manifested itself in ways that no drug enforcement 
agency could ever see coming. 
As a native of southwest Virginia, it pains me to see 
hardworking coal miners depicted as hostages to their 
addictions. The coal industry is booming in the Appa- 
lachia area and these workers are fueling record profits 
for regional coal companies (while taking in good wages 
themselves in mast cases). Yet the many dangers and long 
hours underground have led many miners to turn to drug 
usage. 
The problem has also infiltrated the school system and 
caused many students to leave high school with serious 
drug addictions. Many of these youths are unable to at- 
tend higher levels of education and often resort to stealing 
(sadly, from relatives more often than not) in order to feed 
their addictions 
A workei is often prescribed painkillers by a doctor if 
he or she is injured on the job (as is common in mining). 
Once the worker is ready to return lo work, the nature of 
the drugs he or she is prescribed often makes it hard to 
stop using them. So the worker cither turns to another doc- 
tor to get a prescription, or searches for painkillers on a 
widely expanding black market which provides the same 
drugs at elevated prices. 
The response by employers has been to routinely drug 
test workers. Unfortunately, by taking jobs from those who 
can't pass drug tests, the problem does not go away but 
simply shifts to other areas. The response by the health 
care community has been to rely increasingly on metha- 
done. .1 substitute drug meant to help addicts get off pre- 
scription painkillers. 
My own county has been involved in a debate over the 
placement of methadone clinics which many citizens be- 
lieve to taint their communities These clinics draw out 
the worst of the worst in terms of addicts, and the rates of 
success found through such forms of treatment are disap- 
pointing, to say the least. 
Methadone itself has led to many fatal overdoses and 
users often simply trade one addiction for another involv- 
ing methadone. Though the usage of methadone as a treat- 
ment has increased significantly in recent years, so has the 
www.lhebreeze.org 
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It is clear that the problem of 
prescription drug addiction is wide- 
spread in this area and is showing 
no signs of improvement. 
55 
sale of painkillers. Hern.' the rise in addictions and the 
rates ol death associated with them 
It is clear that the problem of prescription drug addic- 
tion is widespread in this area and is showing no signs of 
improvement. But who is to blame and more importantly 
what is to be done? 
Law enforcement agencies have Iwen trying to crack 
down on the black market for painkillers, but they are 
fighting a losing battle. The drugs don't have to be im- 
ported from other countries (although they often are), but 
in instead flooding the region due to over prescription by 
legitimate doctors and illegal prescriptions by corrupt doc- 
tors—both of whom arc just as involved with the problem 
as are the addicts themselves. 
In the bigger picture lie the prescription drug compa- 
nies. My own town of Abingdon recently saw the federal 
prosenition of two company executives responsible for 
marketing OxyContin as being "less addictive" than other 
painkillers, a statement proven to be a blatant lie. These 
two executives were found guilty and forced to pay hefty 
fines—but will never see the inside of a jail cell. 
This is the crux of the problem. Countless individuals 
have become prisoners to these drugs. Their jobs suffer, 
families are torn apart and children grow up in homes 
plagued by these addictions—all within a community that 
is becoming frighlcningly indifferent. And the companies 
who market these drugs and make small fortunes on their 
prevalence in our pill-popping society—who do they have 
to face at the end of the day? 
State and federal government must put more time and 
resources into discovering treatments that provide a light 
al the end of the tunnel. Likewise, drug companies must 
I to plav | more direct role in treatment programs 
and if necessary the cost of such programs should come 
out of their bottom line. After all. it is not they who stand 
to lose it ik those who have In-come victim to the drug cul- 
ture which they helped create. 
Patrick Ca'llahan is a senior political science major. 
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Don't give a shot about the pain 
Being cancer-free is worth the Gardasil vaccine     A A 
When I was a child the only joy I remem- 
ber getting from surviving a mandatory shot 
at the doctor's office was the promise of a lol- 
lipop, sticker with a smiley face on it or—if I 
was lucky—sneaking one of each. I've noticed 
that as I've gotten older shots no longer have 
rewards after receiving them such as a plastic 
toy or piece of candy, rather there are conse- 
quences for neglecting to get them. 
The days of arbitrary material goods re- 
warded after being stuck with a needle to pre- 
vent illness like the chickenpox or the flu are 
long gone as the act of getting more adult shots 
(which result in the prevention of deadly vi- 
ruses and now cancer) is now the reward we 
look forward to once the Band-aid is placed on 
our arms. Worse yet the needles don't get any 
smaller as we get bigger. 
The Gardasil vaccine, a series of three shots 
injected into the arm muscle of the female pa- 
tient over the course of six months (now avail- 
able for patients ages 9 to 26), protects young 
women from HPV (Human Papillomavirus) a 
virus which can result in cervical cancer. 
The Gardasil shot not only protects young 
women from certain forms of the virus but also 
from various kinds of genital warts which can 
be transmitted through sexual activity. 
This groundbreaking immunization which 
is saving the lives of many young women is 
also one of the most painful shots that I have 
ever experienced. Many young ladies can at- 
test to this as the number of women receiving 
the shot has skyrocketed between 2005 and 
2007, along with the number of patients who 
are fainting and expressing severe pain in the 
location where the shot is injected. 
(6  
...let me just say it's an 
experience best done while 
sitting down, facing a surface 
that is soft and cushy that can 
brace you... 
9 9 
When I first went to my gynecologist this 
past August to get the vaccine, the nurse warned 
me of one notable drawback of the shot: It burns. 
I was sure she was exaggerating and was merely 
preparing me for the worse case scenario which 
other patients had experienced—I was wrong. 
For all of the ladies who have not received 
the shot and males who fortunately do not have 
MOV an awl* 
endure this, let me just sa\ it '1 in e\|>erience 
best done while sitting down, facing a surlac 
that is soft and cushy (hat can brace you for a 
possible fall The pain is caused due to the vi- 
rus-like particle the shot injects into the skin 
along with the larger than normal needle used 
to administer the vaccine. 
This poor reputation the (iardasil vaccine 
lias, all H-it, painful and causing much discomfort, 
will hopefully not deter young women to reccta 
the shots. Ironically as the vaccine gains a pain- 
ful connotation, more college campus are mak- 
ing the Gardasil series available to students along 
with health insurance companies providing more 
financial aid for the vaccine 
I must admit that my second shot hurt just 
as much as my first one 1 low ever, cervical can- 
cer is certainly a much more painful and pos- 
sibility fatal experience that too many women 
ami families understand. 
It's unfortunate to live in a world where we 
have to worry about vaccinating young girls who 
barely understand what sex—or cancer is for 
that matter, however, it's fortunate that we haw 
the means to prevent potential suffering. No 
matter how many young women are complain- 
ing about the warm, fiery sensation the vaccine 
1MB, I have to aaj bfs worth the bom 
Sarah Delia is a junior English and art 
history major. 
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The dissolution of the Clinton crown 
Hillary's Iowa loss and N.H. comeback have reinvigorated 
the race and repositioned the candidates 
The New Hampshire prima- 
ry last week found the erstwhile 
Democratic golden girl, Sen. 
Hillary Clinton, fighting not only 
for votes, but also, it seemed, for 
her soul. Having come in third 
place in the Iowa Caucus Jan. 
3, Hillary was expected to place 
a distant second in the Granite 
State. Yet somVhow Clinton de- 
fied the polls and scored one of 
the biggest upsets in recent po- 
litical history. 
If you support either Clin- 
ton or her rival, Sen. Barack 
Obama, you might be disap- 
pointed at the 1-1 score so far. 
Wouldn't the Democratic Party 
and the American public be 
better served with a candidate 
who carried both of the first 
two states? Not at all. Clinton's recent perfor- 
mance, namely her defeat in Iowa coupled with 
her unexpected victory in New Hampshire, is 
the best thing to happen so far in the 200H 
presidential race. 
First off, it has debunked the inevitability 
factor Clinton was counting on and has sent a 
reassuring message to those who want change. 
Clinton's defeat in Iowa formalized the notion 
that Americans are wary of the all but dynas- 
tic Bush-Clinton-Bush lineup over the last 
two decades. Up until recently, her candidacy 
has rested firmly on name recognition and her 
connections, history and an oft-cited sense of 
inevitability. 
However, Iowans ended the era of inevita- 
bility and we can now rest assured that, as Tom 
Brokaw put it, there will be elections in this race, 
not coronations. Rather than crowning Hillary, 
the people of Iowa demanded change. This re- 
buke of a famous and established public char- 
acter showed that Americans will not always be 
mesmerized by celebrity or familiarity. 
This reality check forced Clinton to lay off 
her shtick as a quasi-incumbent and establish- 
ment figure. Her public persona also shifted 
(perhaps slipped momentarily) to that of a 
more human, genuine public servant. Every- 
one has seen the clip from Clinton's campaign 
stop where she gave an authentic answer and 
made a surprising show of emotion. This is 
something she needed to do months ago. Not 
only does that clip humanize her for all to see, 
it also stands in stark contrast to the cold, men- 
acing, revered matriarch of the party so many 
see in Clinton. 
Most importantly, however, that answer 
contains something people rarely gel limn 
Hillary: her motives. She explained why she is 
dedicated to government and expressed what 
came across as tme concern for her fellow 
Americans. Again, this is something she really 
needed to stress earlier, as she is constantly 
portrayed as power-hungry and manipulative. 
One last thing: In her answer she perhaps 
unwittingly demonstrated a measure of Ixith 
|M>pulism and optimism, two of her opponent's 
themes. In letting her guard down, she showed 
traits that could probably only help her image. 
And it did: She not only wxin New I lampshire but 
also won the votes of women overwhelmingly. 
The List two weeks have also made the Dem- 
ocratic race tighter and change*t the dynam- 
ics of the campaign. If Iowa provided Obama 
some momentum, the New Hampshire primary* 
evened the odds and prevented him from mere 
ly replacing Clinton M the sure candidate. What 
we saw in those earlv contest*, was an electorate 
with a healthy dose of skepticism d\u\ caution 
.lust as Iowans did not want to coronate Clin 
ton, their New Hampshire coun- 
terparts denied Obama the fast 
track to the nomination. 
Now, both candidates at e on 
roughly even footing in the big 
picture and Americans have the 
privilege of a tight race—a real 
race, in tact. Obama can give as 
man] rpeochei u he wants and 
Cod knows he's a brilliant ora- 
tor, but now that Clinton is here 
in s<i\ he has to bulk up his 
campaign. He must show he's 
icadv and able to lead. 
Clinton's   presence   should 
■erve as 1 reminder to obama 
that Americans value experi- 
ence. As a result, he should 
strive to gain our trust as a ca- 
pahle leader. Ideally, this effect 
would also work in reverse, with 
Obama's growing support demonstrating for 
Clinton how linporUUll passion and optimism 
is when leading tile [H'oplc of Alliem a 
The 2008 Iowa Caucus and New Hamp- 
shire I'riman have leveled the I>einoeratic 
field and provided Americans with a tighter, 
longer, and quite simpK better race Iowa and 
New Hampshire alone did not |Cfl to decide 
the l)eiinn 1 itic candidate for president; more 
states than ever will have a meaningful im- 
pact on the process. Obama's newfound edge 
makes him more competitive, which means 
more intense vetting and that we will get to 
know him Ix-tler as a candidate and potential 
commander in-chiet 
lldlarv can't pla\ the rule of either under- 
dog or juggernaut, she Is neither undefeated DOT 
down and out. What is she. then'The real ques- 
tion is. what can she IK*? Simple she can DO I 
candidate A real candidate who should relv not 
on personalitv and celebrity, but on her (pialiti 
cations and her stance on the issues 
With her humbling defeat and genuine show 
ol heart, (lit ilon now faces a different landscape. 
The Democratic race is DO longer predicated 
on tail accompli and is now tighter than ever. 
Obama must now step up |0 the plate and Clin- 
ton must earn every vote. Came on. 
Whitttn Montr b a ■opnomore political 
science ami SMAD major. 
Submit tturts A Puts at 
therHTeec.org. IkirtsSr 
ftafs are subnnilcl 
unotiynuHtslymui 
areirintnl<•»« 
space-auinfuM' 
/*i-t- .S'i(/mikM<>'i> 
do nut necessarily 
rejleet the tntth 
D 
%>ats 
An ■ I  know  \on bleed-purple" 
pat to a member of the Board of 
Visitors who comes to all of JMU's 
basketball games. 
From a Duke who appreciates 
your devotion (and your smart, 
purple pant suits), especially 
on the eve of a Board of Visitors 
meeting. 
A "way-to-censor-hot-thespian 
action" dart to Warren Hall and the 
driver of Bus Route C for prohibit 
ing the two man staged reading of 
"Raisin in the Sun." 
From two theatre students 
who just wanted to bring a little 
hit of class and culttire to a JMI' 
Saturday night. 
A   represent the rest ol 11s 
dart to the five students sporting 
JMU athletic attire who blatantlv 
walked away without paying for 
their smoothies. 
From a patron who believes 
that being athletes dOM not entitle 
you to get away with violating the 
honor cook, 
A  vou-should-look-out-for- 
ds students   not its -.tatistirs' dart 
tO JMU far not giving students over- 
rides mtociasses that have ■vaOable 
seats 111 oidel to keep ibe stililciil 
to-leachei ratio appealing 
from a senior uho is disgusted 
by tlteovercrowding tind.lMl's 
decision lo admit more students 
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Giuliani is gambling with his presidential campaign 
Thror states, three different outcomes, one big 
mem That's the state of the fight for the Republican 
nomination right now as the race has transformed 
itsell into I free-for-all. This means the only real 
winner in all of this is former New York City mayor 
Ku<l> Giuliani. 
Last year. Giuliani boldly gambled that hecould 
win his party's nomination by bypassing the early 
states and instead focusing on Florida's primary on 
Jan. 29 and the 23 states holding primaries on Feb. 
5 with the hope that none of the other candidates 
would be able to win enough of the earlv states to 
establish themselves as the front-runner In other 
words, Giuliani's campaign was predicting chaos, 
and so far it has been right. 
Mike Huckahee won in Iowa and John Mc- 
t .1111 won New Hampshire; Mitt Romney won in 
Wyoming and he is leading in Michigan, while- 
Fred Thompson has dug in for a final stand in 
South Carolina. A Romney win in Michigan and a 
Thompson or tiuckabee victory in South Carolina 
would start things nicely as the race heads closer 
to Giuliani's must -wig -lite of Florida. But even 
if the scenario doesn't work out exactly this way. 
"America's Mayor" may be in the best overall shape 
of all the Republican candidates. 
Aside from Giuliani, only John McCain has cre- 
ated a true, national strategy, yet he doesn't have 
the resources to implement it. His win in New 
Hampshire aenerated enough momentum and 
money for him to go to Michigan and South Caroli- 
na, hut he'll need an 
a 
...Giuliani's campaign was predicting 
chaos, and so far it has been right. 
9? 
upset in one of those 
lo go on from there 
with any sustainable 
momentum. 
Money is no 
problem for Rom- 
ney, as he could fund 
his whole campaign 
by himself for the 
duration of the race, 
hut he put so much into winning big in Iowa and 
N-u H.tmp.shire that his campaign h.is effectively 
died after losing both those states decisively 
Huckabee will do well in states with largeChrifr 
tian conservative imputations, but it s unlikely that 
bl will IK' able to loinpete with Giuliani and Mc- 
Cain in the much larger, more moderate primary 
MatM. He would look great as a vice-presidential 
running mate, but at this point it's hard to see him 
as anything other than a regional candidate. 
Of course. Giuliani will need a lot of luck for 
Ins strategy to fall into place. If McCain can pull 
off wins in both Michigan and South Carolina, the 
mayor will be in seri- 
ous trouble. But any 
other result will work 
in his favor. 
What is working 
to Giuliani's advan- 
tage right now is the 
steady bombardment 
of negative attack ads 
in the early states by 
Romney. McCain and 
MuckabM as they jockey for position in the early 
primaries. While the mayor shows ads in Florida 
and the Feb. 5 states that highlight his positions on 
important issues and his own personal character, 
the other contenders have steadily released ad af- 
ter ad attacking each other. 
Since most people hate attack ads, Giuliani may 
be able to gain extra support from voters who are 
tired of watching all of the negative campaigning 
by simpry sticking to his message. Also, since none 
ot his competitors' negative ads have been directed 
at him, Giuliani has been able to soften his image 
in comparison to the other candidates without 
spending a single dollar. 
Most importantly of all, Giuliani is the only candi- 
date that has the organizational strength to keep him 
ahead in all of the states that are critical to his cam- 
paign. He has invested so much in big states that his 
organization there is head and shoulders above that 
of any other challenger. In addition, while the other 
candidates have been righting it out in the early states 
Giuliani has had Florida all to himself for months. 
If Giuliani can win Florida, he will immediately 
take the delegate lead and erase all of the victories 
and momentum of the other candidates heading on 
to Feb. 5 to fight in states where his organization is 
vastly superior. Sure, his strategy might cost him the 
nomination but it also might be what wins it for him 
Tony Spadaccia is a freshman political science 
and business management major. 
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Port Republic Rd. Dairy Queen 
OOMatfltttMettogomiremniilMOQCaf Mps Ml CMOS "iMMrUS* IjiytWpWM^mwiM, dq.com 
Dairy Queen 
FREE WRAP 
with purchase 
of Med. Drink 
'Mutt present coupon 
valid only at Port Rd. 
Expires 1/31/08 / 
Dairy Queen 
FREE Small 
Blizzard 
with purchase of 
combo meal 
'Must present coupon 
valid only at Port Rd. 
Expires 1/31/08 
%nyle$ <$)a«, 
hdl Service Salon 
432-5544 
2040 Deyer* Avc. 
Harrisonburg VA 22801 
Across from Gold's Gym* 
_.     Get ready for 
P*     Spring Break! 
Visit us at our new location 
on Dcyerlc Avenue! 
lanuary Specials  
TuttToil 
'Manicure Sr" "Pedicure 
'Brazitian Wax 
10 Tan Sessions 
$10 off 
$35 
$50 and up 
$10 
Mention this ad to receive 
discounts, (good thru 1/31) 
"^ *5?y     Welcome Back! 
Get the Boston flavor down south. Mention this ad & receive 
Open Late for You! 
Mon - 'Ihurs until 12 a.m. 
Fri - Sat until 1 a.m. 
Sun. until 11 p.m. 
£* J   /U off a sandwich, 
salad, or entree with purchase 
of beverage. 
"must \h<iv*  |A< anl 
*noi valid with any other promotion 
1625 East Market St. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
540.433.1870 
HE   PUB 
Monday: Free Texas Holdem Tournament 
Tuesday: Karoake 
Wednesday: College Band Night (EVERY WED.) 
Honor By August w/ Gurst Everyone But Pete 
Friday: Maybe Tomorrow 
Saturday: Students Favorite Ultimate 80s Band: 
Reflex 
dothepub.com 
Dairy Queen 
FREE 
Sandwich 
($3.29 value) 
with purchase of 
large drink 
'Must present coupon 
valid only at Port Rd. 
Expires 1/31/08 
MAKE A HOME 
FOR YOUR DREAMS 
Beautifully handcrafted home decor 
from around the world made by skilled 
artisans who are paid fairly for their 
work 
Sign up for our gift registry 
ln-store or online at 
www tenthousandvillages.com 
f-'eatured ltem\ /mm SS-S4S 
731 Ml Clinton Pike 
Harrisonburg. VA 
540.433.4880 
Mon-Sat 9:30-5 
) null- from campus 
Editor: Kelly Fisher 
Assistant Editor: Megan Williams 
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'Beauty and the Beast' art exhibit opens in Festival Center 
Student's senior project explores 
gender stereotypes through art 
Mr dun aum 
TTw classic tale of "Beaut)' and the Beast" gets 
an artistic twist in the latest exhibit to open in the 
Gallery at Festival. 
Senior Carolyn Stewart's new show, "Beauty 
and the Beast: Revealing Sexual Agency and the 
Female Body." opens today. 
"I used 'Beauty and the Beast' as a metaphor to 
describe two of the most prev-      ~~  
alent  stereotypes which   I've   Goll6TV 
come across researching im-    • 
ages of female nudity," Stewart 
said, who put together the ex- 
hibit as a part of her art history 
honors thesis. 
"Some works of art cel- 
ebrate the female body as mi- 
raculous, and an art form in 
of itself," Stewart said. "In other cultures, it is 
seen as being inherently dirty and corrupting. 
It has always fascinated me that something as 
Today 
Free 
5-7 p.m. 
C.ill-.-n .,1 I,sln.il 
fundamental as the female body can evoke such 
different and opposing reactions." 
The exhibit is composed of professional art- 
work and cultural pieces from the Madison Art 
Collection. Objects range from sculpture and pot- 
tery to prints and photographs from varying his- 
torical periods covering a wide range of cultural 
Motor} They were all chosen for their portrayals 
of the female body in order to investigate how 
various cultures and artists visually interpret the 
node female body. 
"Some may think that an exhibit focusing on 
the female nude body is inappropriate in a public 
setting." Stewart said. "But the truth is, female 
nuihti hll been ■ very prevalent and aerepteil 
JON within the history of art, and in\ exhibit 
puts these pieces within an academic context to 
better understand the reasons why female nutlitv 
has become so prevalent and to look M the ninti 
vations and meanings behind nudity in art." 
Ultimately, Stewart hopes that audiences «ill 
gain a better understanding of the past cultural 
attitudes toward! the body and become more 
aware ot different motivations that are active in 
shaping the Images of nudity today. 
The exhibit opens today in the Madison Art 
Gallery, located on the first Horn ,J[ Festival, 
from 5-7 p.m It will run through mid-March. 
the perfect 
cup of joe 
BY ANNA YOUNG 
senior writer 
White Mocha. Caramel Macchiato. Java Chip Frappucino. 
Venti nonfat triple latte. 
No matter what you call it, coffee is a major part of many 
people's day, especially for college students. In a town full 
of stores and restaurants, where arc the hest places to get a 
caffeine fix? 
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Hu Artful Dodge' is o lnoinone ntoelislmunl H't o coffee shop by day end a cocktail 
lounoe by night 
THE ARTFUL DODGER 
The Artful Dodger, located downtown, provides excel- 
lent-tasting coffee paired with equally excellent service. 
Even though its coffee menu is a bit limited, containing basic 
beverages and a couple of specialty espresso drinks, the cof- 
fee blends are packed with exquisite, rich taste. 
"Most of our coffees are fair trade or organic or both, and 
they get overnighted to us and so it's definitely really fresh," 
said Beth Nelson, who has been the manager at The Artful 
Dodger for two years. 
With cool blue and black decor and a menu written in neon, 
The Artful Dodger gives a hip atmosphere for you to sip your 
drip. Parking can be limited, but if you're looking for a place to 
sit down and chill out for a bit, The Artful Dodger is the place 
to go. This coffee spot, which seconds as a cocktail lounge, is 
open seven days a week until 2 a.m. Nelson thinks what sets 
The Artful Dodger apart from other coffee shops "is a combi- 
nation of the coffee and the atmosphere and the service." 
The Artful Dodger is located at 47 West Court Square. 
OLD DOMINION COFFEE COMPANY 
Old Dominion Coffee Company seems like a privalclv 
owned Panera Bread located on a downtown corner on 
South Main Street. The coffee shop has an adequate menu of 
sandwiches and soups as well as hand-made Italian gelato, 
in case you're craving more than coffee. If you prefer, you 
can pair your coffee with an assortment of scones, cheese 
cake slices and other pastries. Old Dominion is a great place 
to go to study or surf the Web since it provides free wireless 
Web access for its customers in a co/.v atmosphere. 
Old Dominion serves unique coffee syrups from candy 
bar and cake flavors, to Banana Caramel Steamer or Jamai 
can Me Crazy flavored espresso drinks. 
"From Amaretto to Peach, you name it, we got it," said 
Howard Simmons, the manager of Old Dominion. 
An Old Dominion favorite this time of year is Mexican 
hot cocoa, and Simmons recommends the Blue Ridge Blend 
House variety if you're a black coffee aficionado. 
Old Dominion Coffee Company is located at 2 North 
Main Street and at the Valley Mall. 
STARBUCKS 
Whether you stop in Top Dog for a quick Java fix, or you're 
cruising down Port Republic Road, Starbucks can satisfy your 
craving for coffee. It has delicious seasonal beverages, and it 
just finished showcasing its holiday drinks, like the eggnog, 
gingerbread and peppermint mocha lattes. If you're trying to 
cut your calories. Starbucks' newly-introduced skinny lattes 
may be what you're looking for. 
Although Starbucks has a reputation for serving qual- 
ity coffee, its drinks seem overpriced. Many of Starbucks' 
espresso drinks are 10 or 15 cents more expensive than other 
call's around I larrisonburg that serve virtually the same kind 
of beverage. The quality of Starbucks drinks can be inconsis- 
tent from visit to visit. Sometimes your caramel macchiato 
may be made to perfection; other times, it can come short 
on the sweetness or have too much foam tloating on the top. 
Starbucks also has a habit of serving too much ice with its 
iced beverages. 
Starbucks is located in Top Dog and at 1306 Hillside 
Avenue. 
GREENBERRVS COFFEE & TEA COMPANY 
Walking into Crecnberry's on any day of the week could 
mean finding standing-room only, because its coffee is just 
that delectable. Located on the corner of S. High and E. Grace 
Streets, Cireenbern 's is just a short walk away from the Quad, 
and right across the street from Memorial Hall. Greenber- 
ry's tea and coffee menu is a six-page pamphlet outlining an 
abounding assortment of beverages. It boasts 25 varieties oi 
coffer blends, seven of which are decaffeinated, from all over 
the world - from Guatemala and Sumatra to Kenya and Ara- 
bia. It also has classic coffee drinks, flavored lattes and a vari- 
ety of non-coffee beverages as well as frozen, blended drinks. 
Greenbeny'.s makes it easy to fully customize your cup of Java 
— you can even choose to have your drink made with "half- 
caf," a step in between decaffeinated and caffeinated. 
(,; rcn/n rri/'s is located at 400 South High Street. 
'King' not 
worth any 
time, money 
Epic hopeful falls flat with 
laughable, cheesy storyline 
BY JUSTIN THURMOND 
staff miWr 
Mam   people   love   I.11 -. 1  th.iii hi,,   epi, 
tnoviei wan thej tout DM II ID oier-toe- 
top. polmtilrlngh bad attempt bo create an 
epic movie In the Name 
ol the King" is just that, and 
it's as bad asil ,',111 get In the Name 
"In  the Name of the   of the KitlO 
nun 
Zero slats 
Starring Jason 
sl.ali.iiu Ray 
Uona 
kin>;   stars Jaaoo Stathani
I Transporter,'    *8nateh") 
as Farmer. Yes   that's his 
name His wile ami kid are 
randomly   attaeketl  hy the 
evil aotoarer GoJUaa played 
by   Kay   laotta  ("Goodlel- 
las  I anil his arms ot Krugs. a rate "I niim.il 
warriors. Farmer fights baek to save them and 
along the way he conveniently finds out that 
lie is t he son of the king. M ho is played by Burt 
kevnoMs 1 -Smokey and the Bandit') 
Where "Lord of the Rings" aucceadfl |n 
bringing audiences a fantasy movie that they 
could enjoy. "In the Name of the King" suc- 
cei(Is in providing the next movie where most 
people will walkout ol the lhe.it.■! I 
that bad. 
First, it's baaed off of a video games 
lariat called "Dungeon Siege."   Why they 
continue to make video game movies is 
beyond me   Second, and most important, 
Uwe Boll directs this monstrosity. He'a l>, 
hind movies such as "House of the Dt id 
"BloodRaync" and "Alone in the Dark 
How and why he gets the opportunities to 
make more movies is something my brain 
(4 
The dialogue is awful, the 
acting is even worse and 
the story is so absent at 
times that one just can't 
find anything good to say 
about it. 
has  v.'t   hren. able to compute.    A better 
question is wh) would an* mainstrearrj ac- 
tor -I^II up lur 1 project that has his name 
on It? It's earaei suicide. 
The whole movie  looks and sounds ,,s 
it ii was made foi the Sd-PI channel.   Ifs 
sit cheec) ll points that you can't help hut 
laugh, and when ii attempts to In- funny, 
yog simplv nist don t can anymore enough 
to laugh. The dialogue Is awful, tin acting 
is even worse and DM stof) Is so sbacnl at 
times that MM just can I find anything good 
tosa) a 1»nit it Thriv is no question that this 
movie "ill tank el the boa ottce and be on 
DVD neari month. 
So unless ymiv part of the less than i 
percent ot people who like Boll'i (Urns, go 
and see ■*rftwthing alee this weekend. Or you 
Can  |uat  start   at  the wall lor Iwo houis    it's 
cheaper and more tun than "In the Name of 
the King" could ever he. 
(mGHuTSON/aoTiiliilniejIiii 
Grewberry s, located a shod distance from campus, sems beverages from across the globe 
CHECKITOUT 
ABC's "Dance Wars" 
Tonight at 8 p.m. 
> 
JMU alumnus Phillip Bernier 
('06) is a finalist on the hit 
dancing show. Check out 
abc.com for his bio, pictures 
and more information on 
this former Duke. 
8 I MooJoyLJoniHiry 14, 2008  www.thebreeze.org   The Breeze 
CHECK OUT SOME AWESOME BLOGS AT 
THEBREEZE.ORG. 
lames Madison University 
IIBRARIES & FDI <  MIOVM   IFCHNOKX.IES 
com j       i ideas 
Need research assistance? 
Call 568-6267 
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.* 
♦Research assistance available during 
Carrier Library Reference Desk hours: 
Sunday: 2 p.m.   9 p.m. 
Mon-Tliurs:     9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Frid.n 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
* The Newest Mexican Restaurant in Town! 
v
   PUEBLO GRANDE 7 
MEXICAN 
GRILL 
► To Thank The University For Their Support 
&  Mon. • Thurs. Nite Specials 
Faiitas for 2 
$13-99 
Any Combination Dinner 
Buy 1 Get 2nd 1/2 OFF 
A, JMU & EMU Students & Faculty 
20% off Total Dinner Bill Anytime 
Gift Certificates Available! 
NolVaMHWi Older Offe's ExmK 1/31/08 ' 
Carry Out and Catering Available 
&,       :i^ S  Main St  ■ Hburg   <40 437 9919 - FAX 457 9924 
X Mon-Tiutll-IOPM. Fn  11-11 PM 
. Sal 11-10 PM Sun  11 -9PM 
:—^——^ ,-»*.   I • . ,- . ,*■■-   ,   A 
Where are you? 
We'll meet you there. 
-jfaurjrienas. at f/ti- 
ll(■■■>■/(y jwa&e 
Free Dinner (& more) 
every Thursday @ 6pm at 
Wesley Abuse 
'   IMl! famnM Mmiclru I U Ca pua inistry 
On the corner of S. Mason across from RMH 
For more info: (540) 434 - 3490 oratkinskl@jmu.edu 
http://orgs.jmu.edu/wesleyfoundation/ 
'Juno' a fun indie with realistic characters 
Fox Searchlight shows different side of 
teen pregnancy, high school relationships 
BY COLUN ELWYN 
0..JW Daily iiwaU 
EUGENE, On - When "Juno" finally hil the big screen across 
the country, witty dialogue and hip soundtrack in tow. it had al- 
ready made a few million dollars from the big-city moviegoer that 
goes for this kind of product. 
"Juno" falls in the widely - but not too widely - appealing 
brand of indie that "Little Miss Sunshine" rode all the way to a Best 
Hi lure nomination last year. Coming out just in time for Oscar sea- 
son, "Juno" has become a hot ticket as it sweeps the country. 
Ellen Page plays Juno MacGuff. a hipster-sawy 16-year-old who 
rivals even the snobbiest folk among us. Unfortunately for her, all 
nf her snide remarks and reservoir of pop culture knowledge can- 
not prevent the unintentional impending motherhood bestowed 
upon her after a one-night-stand with band mate and friend Paulie 
Bleeker. 
After curbing her immediate inclination to get an abortion, 
Juno decides to keep the child and give it to the perfect pair 
of infertile parents: Mark (Jason Bateman), the cool and laid- 
back male figure, and Vanessa (Jennifer Garner), who wears 
the pants in the relationship. Throw in Juno's fast-talking, ultra 
witty parents U.K. Simmons and Allison Janney) and we've got 
comedy. Much has been made of the screenplay by first timer 
Diablo Cody. Previously known as an esteemed blogger, Cody's 
writing is full of amazing one-liners and characters with unfail- 
ing senses of humor. However, everyone comes up with what to 
say so fast and so effectively that you start to wonder if the movie 
is taking place in a parallel universe. It's beyond apt at coaxing 
a laugh, but it often does so at the expense of the movie's sense 
of relevance. 
Rescuing the movie from a complete loss of widespread 
accessibility is the sure hand of director Jason Reitman. Ev- 
eryone saw his ability to make a sleek and fashionable-looking 
flick with his work on last year's "Thank You For Smoking," but 
here, in only his second directorial effort, he shows heart too. 
He keeps the film handsome to look at and adds some truly 
poetic shots from time to time, but it's his work with the actors 
that makes it obvious he's one to keep tabs on in the future. In 
both subtle and profound touches, all the characters here seem 
fully realized, an accomplishment that can take some directors 
entire careers to achieve. 
But above all else, this is Page's show. Her character is both 
incredibly smart and particularly fixtlrh, a vision of strength and 
great inner weakness, the belle of the ball and the most lonely per- 
son in the room. She encompasses teenage angst and confusion 
with such truth that it offsets trivial, fantastical elements of the 
screenplay. 
Each actor gives a solid performance and has a last act move 
or two that surprise without breaking character, but it's Juno's 
character and Page's performance that make you want to peel away 
layer by layer, always to find more inside. 
Hype and comparison can be killer and it would be a stretch to 
say that "Juno" fully lives up to either. The film, however, is consis- 
tently enjoyable. And even when things veer off a tiny bit, you can 
always take comfort in the fact that Page will soon be there to save 
the day. 
Freeman, Nicholson kick the 'Bucket' in new flick 
'The Bucket List' full of award-winning stars who give little effort on the big screen 
BV ANNIE 1FVINI 
Michigan Daily 
ANN ARBOR, Mich. — Living in the 
college bubble, many students probably as- 
sume that people outside the ages of 18 to 
25 don't exist. "The Bucket List," about two 
terminally ill retirees, is a crashing remind- 
er that this isn't so. Old people do exist and, 
darn it, they are people too. 
The film places 2007's version of 
"The Odd Couple," poor and possibly se- 
dated Carter Chambers (Morgan Free- 
man. "Million Dollar Baby") and rich 
and crotchety Edward Cole (Jack Nich- 
olson, "The Departed"), in the same hos- 
pital room, both suffering from cancer. 
The men, after the prerequisite elderly 
bonding, which consists of talking about 
their families, gin rummy and watching 
each other suffer through medical treat- 
ments, learn that neither has more than 
a year to live. Such discovery engenders 
the "Bucket List," an exercise dreamt up 
by Carter's freshman year philosophy 
professor on a day when he clearly had 
nothing to teach, the list is the ultimate 
indulgence in fantasy - a recording of 
all the things one hopes to accomplish 
before one "kicks the bucket." Luckily 
for Carter, his roommate, Edward, is 
rich and willing, and the two men set 
off to accomplish all the things on their 
list. 
Nicholson and Freeman, two very tal- 
ented actors - four Oscars and many oth- 
er nominations between the two — prob- 
ably knew what they were signing up for 
with this movie. Still, they could have put 
In a little effort. It often feels like they're 
acting-by-numbers, with both men falling 
back on their tried-and-true approach of 
fleshing out a character. Not only does 
Nicholson go all crazy-eyed and ranty 
again, but his character is also, surprise 
surprise, a womanizer. Freeman, unsur- 
prisingly, is the calmer, more sad-eyed 
half. Even when Carter is ticked off at 
whatever outrageous thing Edward has 
just done, Freeman barely raises his voice 
above monotone. 
Of course, "The Bucket List" also fea- 
tures the uninspired device of Freeman 
narrating the film. It almost seems like 
part of his contract nowadays. And the 
supporting performances aren't much 
better. Sean Hayes's "Will it Grace") 
portrayal as Edward's assistant and/or 
slave, Thomas, is just a disappointment. 
Give the guy golf claps for trying more 
dramatic fare, but frankly, a Sean Hayes 
that isn't comedic isn't a Sean Hayes 
worth seeing. 
The film, especially in its early 
scenes, has difficulty deciding between 
comedy and tragedy. There's a differ- 
ence between a movie that deals with 
illness in a less depressing way and one 
that makes light of the actual suffering 
cancer patients go through. Jokes in- 
volving serious matters like chemother- 
apy — for instance, a scene where Ed- 
ward throws up his fancy meal because 
radiation makes him nauseated - fall 
disturbingly flat. 
The movie urges us to root for these 
two men, but you can't help feeling 
that Carter is acting somewhat selfishly 
when he abandons his family in order 
to drive a fancy car and visit a few for- 
eign cities. Edward similarly adds to the 
confusion. As he dramatically pounds 
away at a tightly packaged gourmet din- 
ner for one, are we supposed to laugh or 
feel bad for the guy? Often it sits some- 
where in the middle, where it's hard to 
care either way, and in the end, all we're 
left with is the residue of sickly sweet, 
forced life lessons and a slight fear of 
getting older. 
*P* ^>
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idward Scissorhands 
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Madison soars over Seahawks 
Juni^^d AbM JoW ««^ H« leads the JMU witti 15 S pom* o game 
Dukes-protect home court, 
penetrate to 6-0 at Convo 
8Y MATTHEW MCGOVERN 
assistant vporh nJrtof 
After losing two road conference games last 
week, four players reached double figures Sat- 
urday for the James Madison men's basketball 
team as it cracked .500 in Colonial Athletic As- 
ftodatkm play though fi\e games. 
kfadfcon (10-5 overall. 3-2 in the CAA) 
matched itsconlereiu-e win total from last sea- 
son, increased its home record to 6-0 and beat 
UNC Wilmington for the first time in eight sea- 
sons with a 93-74 virtory. The Dukes are now in 
fourth place in the CAA. 
"We did what we were supposed to, and 
lli.ti '$ win a CAA home game," JMU coach l>< .111 
Keener said. There's no guarantee that we're 
gunna win them all. and Ih.it s not iwcevsariK .1 
goal, but we're really trying to recreate an atmo- 
ipben at the Convo." 
JMU junior forward Juwann James was im- 
pressed by the environment at the Convocation 
Center 
"Since I've been hen-1 think that's the MffM 
crowd I've seen as far as students,'' the preseason 
All-CAA selection said. I know when I came out 
of the tunnel .it the Ix-ginning <>f the game 1 MM 
just surprised. I felt like we had to give them a 
show to watch, and hopefully they left saving that 
they're gonna conic to the next one." 
Madison junior guard AlxlulaiJ.ilInh led the 
Pukes with 22 points on 6-of-n shooting, and 
all players who scored in double figures shot 
over 50 percent from the floor. 
"It wasn't easy at all." Jalloh laid <>t tin- 
Dukes' success penetrating UNCW s defense 
"You guys should put on the jerseys ami try to 
pal OOt there. There wasn't notion' <\is\ iboul 
then defense." 
Jalloh made it appear otherwise and with 
the shot clock winding down near the end ot 
the first half he controlled the hall for about 10 
seconds Ix-fore dissecting the Wilmington aouc 
detente and scoring just before the l>u//er 
6-fooi-" sophomore forward DuailODd 
Thornton started his third game of the w.u 
for JMU and provided needed size ■gainst the 
Seahawks. whose frontline consists of <> foot. 
q-inch forward Todd H.-nillev and 6-foot-lO 
center Vladimir Kuljanin. James benefited from 
Thornton s preseiu'r. scoring iH jxtints mid rip- 
ping tlown 11 rebounds. 
You look.it .Juwann. 1 think part 04 tin- iCMOfj 
he was able to rebound so well was we got j-min 
utesoutof Da/y tonight and lOowed [Juwann] to 
play at maybe more of a natural powei forward 
|M«iitiun," Keener said. "Karly on in the ptvseMOa 
we felt like, boy. if [Dazz] could give us somewhere 
about 20 minutes ,, Wme he can realh help us U-- 
cause he can be a lowpoa] pn 
Thornton'-, start was paitialk due to minor 
forward   Kyle Sw.mMon |  ftbaence   Swanston 
■offered in .i\uision fracture on ins left knee. 
A ligament pulled part ot the bone off Ins liln 1 
and it's unknown how long bell be out Keenei 
said. Swanston is in an immobilizer and on 
crutches at least until he sees an orthopedist 
Tuesday. 
JMU ran a /one defense and stifled the Se- 
ibawkfl in front of 4,829 raucous I.ins Knljanin 
■cored 13 points and senior guard Daniel Foun- 
tain led UNCW with 1.1. but the Seahawks shot 
onh r percent, while Madison shot 58 per- 
cent. 
UNCW (9-8. 2-3) has four senior starters 
lioin the team that won the 2006 CAA Cham 
pionship, hut has struggled to adapt to second- 
year Coach Benin Moss'fast-paced system. |,isl 
veai the Seahawfci fiaMied 7*22, while JMU 
DMted I ~■■.' { record 
The hungrier, beltei te.nn won tonight." 
Muss s.ntl *Y0U could tell the importance of 
this game to .!.lines Madison The\ seem to get 
every loose hall, even key offensive relxuind. 
We a 1 nicd to IK- half 1 step IIOM to those situ 
itjOQI 
Wilmington nritched to a /one dafcim 
less than halfway through the first half to try 
to force JMU to play around the ix-rimeter, hut 
the Dukes' backcourt stayed lot-used on dribble 
penetration. Jalloh and sophomore point guard 
Pierre Curtis led tins attack, as Curtis added iS 
points and led JMU with five assists 
We had some screening 00 thfl hall that .il 
lowed Abdnlaiand Pierre to turn the corner, and 
the) were able to find guvs. Keener said 
Madiaon continnaa conference PMQ Wednei 
da) at Old Doniuiioii The Monarch* (8-0, 3-2) 
lost in double mertime 81-4 at Delaware (M--. 
1 Saturday. 
\ eah...] said it. 
DM CHAPMAN. ipMiiAw 
TIM CHAPMAN 
sports editor 
Voltage rising in 
what once was the 
Electric Zoo 
In what may have been the biggest student 
turnout since the Georgetown game two sea- 
sons ago, the JMU Nation not only competed 
with the Pep Band for the most decibels, but 
stayed from start to finish 
JMU Athletic Marketing did a great job of 
increasing attendance for Saturday's 93-74 
men's basketball victory at an arena that used 
to be known as the Electric Zoo for it's intimi- 
dating and loud environment. 
It wasn't quite a zoo and it wasn't exactly 
electric, but it was clear that the 4.829 in atten- 
dance at the Convocation Center inspired the 
Dukes to dictate the play between North Caro- 
lina-Wilmington 
JMU took a 12-point lead into the half and 
continued to control the pace with a balanced 
scoring attack that saw four players with at least 
f points. Junior guard 
Ahdulai Jalloh scored a 
game high ±2 points and 
raised his arms to pump 
up the fans after key 
plays 
We owe our fans a lot 
torthe last few unsuccess- 
ful years," Jalloh said. 
JMU     coach      Dean 
Keener expanded on the 
importance of the crowd 
and JMU's continued 
success 
"We're really trying 
to recreate an atmosphere at the Convo," JMU 
coach Dean Keener said. "Forget about win- 
ning or losing, when you play hard and whether 
that's running the floor, diving 011 the floor, tak- 
ing a charge, making the right pass; when you 
play hard and you play smart I think fans...will 
come back.* 
Keener's team merited the cheers and admi- 
ration of the home crowd, but it was hard to tell 
if the students were in attendance more for the 
10-5 Dukes or the giveaways 
A well-executed marketing plan got stu- 
dents in early as they hoped to score one of the 
500 free mugs, and despite a 20-point lead for 
much of the second half, fans stayed in hopes of 
winning a flat-screen television raffle. 
Dick Mason, a season-ticket holder and die- 
hard JMU fan, began following the basketball 
team when the Convocation Center was com- 
pleted in 1982. A booster member. Mason, and 
his wife Pat seldom miss home games for the 
men's or women's team, and they said they were 
a little surprised at the student turnout. 
"(Pat's) missed no more than five games in 
20 years," Mason said. TDie atmosphere] was 
really awesome. It was almost like the electric 
zoo." 
A realist, Mason was aware of (he TV raffle 
.11 id was convinced that il was the ultimate rea- 
son the west side of the arena was near capacitv. 
"1 think the TV helped tonight too because 
the students didn't leave,' Mason said. 
Now that more Students know about Madi- 
son s improved team they II IM-following it more 
closely, raising the importance ol Wednesday's 
game at Old Dominion (H 9, 3-2). 
The Dukes have dropped their last three 
games on the road including their only two con- 
ference losses at Hofstra and William & Mary. 
A win over the Monarchs could really boost at- 
tendance for Saturday's televised home game 
against (ieorge Mason (11-5, 3-2). 
Keener has wanted more fan support for his 
program for four years and was rightfully an- 
noved when his players were asked about get- 
ting to return home for next Saturday. 
The Dukes are 3-5 on the road and certainly 
can t overhxik a conference op|xment likeODU, 
but the> -xcitable young men who haven't 
yet experienced this tv[x- ot support at home 
If they can harness Saturdays energy and 
win Wednesday the Dukes will receive an even 
bigger fan-draw against Mason and be able to 
say - for the first time in a long time — that 
there really is a home-court advantage in Ilar- 
risonmirg. 
7»n Chapman is a sophomore SMAD major 
irith 11 print journalism conceal ration. 
is Week In JMU Sports 
sday Jan. 16 
is Basketball @ Old Dominion, 7 p.m. 
Thursday Jan. 17 
— Women's Basketball (S> George Mason, 7 p.m7 
Friday Jan. 18 
— Men's Tennis (a Virginia Commcfiwealth, 1 p.m. 
— Women's Swimming @ American, 5 p.m. 
Saturday Jan. 19 
— Women's Track («' Navy, All Day 
— Men's Tennis vs. East Carolina (" 
— Men's Tennis vs. Temple @ VCU, 4 
— Men's Basketball vs. George Ma» 
Sunday Jan. 20 
— Women's Basketball vs. VCU, 2 
" 
a.m. 
No. 22 Monarchs dominate Dukes 82-57 
JMU outscored by 27 points in second half, 
snapping three-game win-streak in Norfolk 
NORFOLK — JMU lost in CAA rivalOU Dominion Bond*) fat the 
sixteenth straight yeat when playing In Norfolk. 
HM Duket i'i ~, overall a i in tin CAA) led 38 31 al halftime, 
but broke down offensive!) to finish onh 35 percent from tin* 
laid 
Sen mi forward Tamera Young led the Dukes wHfa L7pointa and 
10 rebounds, but JMU saw onh one other player score in double 
■gores    -iiiiumii.inl.l.iMiiin.i.nMi ace finished with 11 point* 
Convener) UN No. ZI 1 inked Monarchs boasted .1 balanced 
scoring attack with loin players BCOringal leasl 12 point* 
ODU settlor guard TJ si d 1 game-high in points in 35 min- 
utes in 1111 Monarch*' Colonial Athletic Anodatlon opener. Bopbo- 
mora forward Jaaslcs I anad) came offthe bench foratat-yearcoaeh 
Wend) Larry, to score 19 1 its in ODU"! sixth straight win. 
ODU(lU-:t, :t-o) no» leads tbe lo|>sided scries ;i 1 -, .1-, tli.-\ look 
to defend their 16 straight conference titles 
JMU is back in action on Thorsda) night when they travel to 
Fairfax, Va. to take on iheOeorga Mason Patriots (7-0,1-2). 
— From siati Reports 
DAW lON«QUt«/aiH j»o»ora>k« 
Ssmoi !am«io Young led JMU wild 17 point! ond 10 leboundi Sunday 
101 Monday, Jonuofy 14,20081 wwm.lktknnMtt I The Breeze 
PRICEWATERHOUSEQDPERS Q 
► Celebrity intern club.* pwc.tv/©GuH 
Newbies now playing on www.pwc.tv/ch1 
*connectedthinking 
t 
www.thabreeze.org 
Monday, January 14,2008 j 11 
Homes for Sale 
IDWNKS - Will IV,KIN PARK 
No« under conM $159,900- 3BR. 
2.5BA limntHimc. 9' ceilings, open 
flr plan, grew »«lectloro Completion 
Apnl 2008 Call tlimd. 478-5798 or 
Debbie.8IO-«677 
[For Rent] 
2V3 C'AMPBKIJ. ST available Yearly 
lea*. June 1. 2008 Call 43J-«047 or 
271 1952 
BUT THh RhNTAL RUSH 3 BR 
TOWNHOUSE. KIESTER SCHOOL 
AREA,AUGUST 2008. PHONE. CA- 
BLE. AND INTERNET HOOKUPS 
IN EACH ROOM. S315 PER PER 
SON EMAIL OR CALL FOR MORE 
DETAILS. davethomaslurraltyiSyah 
OO.CORI (423) 231-2160 
SUMMER SUBLEASE CHEAP Great 
houtc. Very close io campus with park- 
ing. AC. 2 full bathrooms. 3 bedroom, 
backyard, deck Available May Au- 
gust Rent some or all rooms. Rent 
$280. negotiable (757) 784-6228 
5 Bedroom Townhouse - Ml. View 
Drive: Ethernet; groups of 5 preferred; 
$275/ month. 1 year lease (8708-8/09); 
rrmlallonMcos net; (7031 450-5008 
LARGE 1.000 SE furnished, 1 bed- 
room, large kitchen, large family room, 
central an A heat swimming pool, ten- 
nis, caWe TV & internet, washer dryer. 
Great views, private country setting. 
Handicap acccsible 10 miles North of 
city l'2 mile from 1-81 $700/month 
Will consider short-term lease. 540- 
432 IV89 
MOVING/LIVING OH -CAMPUS? 
Go lo web.jmueduJocl/lisiings.htm. 
JMU's official site for off-campus 
housing, roommates, and furniture 
Great for advertising sublet rentals 
FIRST MONTH PAID FOR Looking 
for a female roommate lo sublet room 
in Pheasant Run A. S A P. for Spring 
semester. Only $305 a month plus utili- 
ties (703) 328-0199 
ROOM FOR RENT 08-09 Female NA0S HE*0 4-Monm Student Sum- 
Hunter* Ridge 17H. $325/mo Call mtt *«M^». May Aug. seabreeirre- 
Enca for details. (571) 245-1574 arty.com (252) 255 6328 
SfTTER NE£DED/FREE ROOM 4 U' 
PI silter needed,lOy o daugtiHi. auist 
» homework. It.hotucwork. Pay ne 
got free rmAboard Near Sun Chase 
Minutes from JMU ($40) 435-2340 
BARTENDING CLASSES WINTER 
SPECIAL $325 jiggersbortending 
school.com payment plans (540) 671- 
1202 
STUDENTS TO HELP ON HORSE 
FARM in exchange for lessons A rid 
ing pnvileges 30 mm from JMU Op- 
portunity ui show and foihunt. Flam We 
hrs. 828-3223 or dkrwatahles com 
CHANELLO'S PIZZA Phone operator 
wanted Fun. fast-paced work environ- 
ment Need a ride lo work? We wilt 
pick you up! Must be available Fri or 
Sal night. Must be able to work LATE 
(open until 4am) Part time available 
PLEASE DO NOT CALL STORE TO 
APPLY Call 271-0632. ask for Pat. 
BILINGUAL INTERN NEEDED Part 
time. 15-20 fan/week for attorney's of- 
fice Must be profit lent in written and 
oral Spanish Good legal experience 
(540)434-2211 
DELIVERY DRIVER Craving Cook- 
ies Delivery Driver' Delivering warm 
cookies and milk around campus 
and the surrounding community. Fun 
working environment Work Sat- 
urday and Monday nighls. E-mail 
scott6cravingcookies org (540) 908- 
0165 
Responsive Management lwww.it- 
sponsivemaaagMient.com), a wildlife 
natural resource research firm is hiring 
polite, professional, reliable people to 
conduct telephone research surveys 
(NO SALES) Part time or full-time 
available; open 7 days, evening hours 
(except Saturdays); schedule may vary 
slightly baaed on project needs; Apply 
at 130 Franklin Street EOE (540)435- 
0532 
EARN MONEY $$$ Motivated self 
starters for beverage distribution busi- 
ness. Lifelong income potential (540) 
810-4311 
Travel 
THE BREEZE IS 
HIRING! 
APPLY NOW!! 
• Advertising Manager 
• Asst. Advertising Manager 
• Editor-in-Chief 
• Managing Editor 
DEADLINE ADDITIONAL POSITIONS 
IS JAN. 24!! AVAILABLE! 
Apply now atjoblink.jmu.edu or call 540-568-6127 for more info! 
For Sale 
IW NISSAN ALI'IMA fcxcclltnl 
Maflta, mput milcv .'2 mpg avg 
Nt» Tim. New drakes M500 obo 
(540) 96*4643 
Help Wanted 
W| l'Ml'PTOJ75 per survey, www. 
CiefPaidTolhink com 
'BARTENDING! $250/ Day Potential 
No Experience Necessary. Training 
Available <80O)%5-6520 XT2I2 
EARN EXTRA MONEY 
200 icmporary opening*. Deliver the 
new Mien I el Telephone Books in 
jour area Quick pay and a generous* 
auto allowance MustbelSyrs of 
age, valid drivers license and proof 
of insurance IXWI) 422-1955 (eit #4 
8A-4 30PMonFri 
www.thebreeze .org 
'Enjoy your flight!" 
"You too!" 
NEED SOME CASH? 
JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
IS BUYING GOLD CLASS RINGS, 
T&CO JEWELRY, DAVID YURMAN JEWELRY 
HAVE BROKEN OR ANY UNWANTED 
GOLD JEWELRY? WE BUY THAT TOO! 
LOCATED DOWNTOWN NEXT TO BANK OF AMERICA 
435-1133 WWW.MCHONEJEWELRY.COM 
The Breeze is hiring! 
•• 
Advertising Manager 
Asst. Advertising Manager 
Account Executive 
Graphic Designer 
■ Editor-in-Chief 
■ Managing Editor 
• Editors 
GREAT EXPERIENCE! GREAT PAY OPPORTUNITIES! 
joblink.jmu.edu Apply now! 540-568-6127 
(rVfl m» TTT GOVERHMKNT 
III ASSOCIATION 
r-SIIIT 1ESIGH CHRIST 
The SGA & the mu Bookstore 
would like to announce the first ever 
Student T-shirt Design Contest I 
Show your 
JMU spirit and creativity 
by submitting 
a design for a new T shirt 
to be sold at the Bookstore. 
The winner will also receive a 
$200 Bin certificate to the 
Bookstore 
3<- 
Deadline lor submissions Is 
January 31.2008 at 5 PM 
For more information + an application. 
visit the SGA office in Taylor 203 or 
contact Lee Brooks at brookslc@jmu.edu 
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HITTING THE BOOKS 
e«e(Hiom Hwl con b» found onliiw through the librory Wtk tin ot vntt/nw (•V/wTW/levnoipi 
Sudoku 
4 8 2 7 
6 2 9 4 
1 4 5 
9 2 
1 6 9 
8 5 
3 8 2 
8 9 7 1 
6 7 5 3 
Rules: Rll in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, S, 
S, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and 
tach of the three-by-three squares, each number 
ippears exactly once. There is only one correct way 
o fill in the grid. 
Difficulty: • * * # # 
O 2007 Philip Riley and Laura Taalman 
BOMBAY COURTYARD 
Indian Cuisine 
BOMBAY COURTYARD 
IndnnCi.mt 
STARVING STUDENT NIGHT! 
50% OFF 
.Imn.i -p.. i.l. 
Every Tuesday Night 
brainfreezepuzzles.com 
'© 
+ A 
Peruvian   Restaurant 
Traditional Peruvian Dishes 
Charcoal   Broiled   Rotisseria 
Chicken   served  with 
Authentic  Sides: 
-french ft it?s   t K p-beans-yuc ■   ilad-cnicken fri-'d  r-ire  tortillas 
-mashed potatoes-cole slaw 
Dmily  Spmcialml 
Open   10-9 Daily -  Delivery Available 
Results of the 
online poll: 
What did you think 
of Hillary Clinton's 
purported tears 
before the New 
Hampshire primary? 
She didn't cry - 27 
It was a moment of 
weakness - 9 
It was nice to see some 
emotion - 24 
Robots can't cry - 70 
Total votes: 130 
Next online poll: 
How do you feel 
about the plans to 
make a 52 million 
dollar addition to 
Bridgeforth Stadium? 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO ALL 2007-2008 
BEST OF THE 'BURG WINNERS 
Best Tanning Salon: Caribbean Tan Best Vehicle Repair/Service: Shenandoah Automoti 
Best Nail Salon: US Nails Best Tourist Attraction: Skyline Drive 
Best Hair Salon: The Studio Best Coffee Shop: Greenberry's 
Best Mexican Food: El Charro Best Grocery Store: Martin's 
Best Pizza: Franco's Best Spa/Massage Parlor: Tangles 
Best Fine Dining: Joshua Wilton House Best Thrift Store: Goodwill 
Best Chinese Food: Great Wok Best Hookah Bar: Firetop 
Best Italian Food: L'ltalia Best Downtown Hang-out: Dave's 
Best Ethnic Cuisine: Taste of Thai Best Nightlife: Rocktown 
Best Late-Night Food: Dave's Best Cab Service: ABC Cab 
Best Breakfast: Mr. J's Best Sandwich Shop: Panera 
Best Burger: Rocktown Grill Best Golfing: Packsaddle 
Best Cheap Eats: Jess' Quick Lunch Best Gym: UREC 
Best On-campus Dining: Festival Best Florist: Flights of Fancy and 
Best On-campus Hang-out: The Quad Blackemore's (Tie) 
Best Place to Study: Library Best Jeweler: James McHone 
Best Ice Cream: Kline's Best Lawyer: Aaron L. Cook 
Best Live Music: Rocktown Best Place to Live(Off-campus) Sunchase 
Best Tattoo Parlor: Alley Cat Best Place to Live(On-campus): The Quad 
The Breeze thanks all JMU students 
who voted online for Best of the 'Burg! 
www.thebreeze.org 
* 
